## INFO SHEET 2020-2021

| Name | UNIVERSITAT POLITÈCNICA DE VALÈNCIA - E VALENCIO2  
|      | School of Civil Engineering (ETSICCP) |
| English website | http://www.cam.upv.es/web/?idm=en  
| School website | http://www.cam.upv.es/web/?idm=en > upper menu > International > Erasmus&Exchange students |

### Study area: 732 Building and Civil Engineering

The School of Civil Engineering (ETSICCP) provides education for the Design, Construction & Operation of Infrastructure and Public Works as well as the Protection of the Environment: Roads & Railways, Canals and Dams, Coastal Engineering and Maritime Works, Transport & Mobility, Large and complex structures, Water resources engineering, Geotechnical Engineering, Environmental Protection.

Please note that Erasmus study area 732 is also taught by another faculty at UPV: School of Building Engineering (ETSIE)

The School of Building Engineering provides education in: Architectural Technology and construction systems for building structures; Management of the Construction process (scheduling, programming, cost control, worksite health and safety, quality control); Real Estate and business management in construction/real estate companies

### INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

| Address | Camino de Vera, s/n. E-46022, Valencia. Spain. Building 4E-2nd floor |
| Vice-Dean for International Relations (academic matters and overall coordination) | Mr. Juan B. MARCO SEGURA, PhD (Department of Hydraulic Engineering and the Environment)  
|  | jbmarco@upvnet.upv.es |
| Head of the School’s International Office (student affairs, administrative coordination) | Ms. Julia PÉREZ LASERNA replacing Mr. Javier CALVO DÍAZ  
|  | int_etsiccp@upvnet.upv.es  
|  | +34 963879150 |
| Administrative | Enrique García Sancho  
|  | +34 963879150  
|  | int_etsiccp@upvnet.upv.es |

### Academic calendar

| First semester / Semester A (5 months) | Early September- Late January (for some master’s level classes: mid February) |
| Second semester / Semester B (5 months) | Early January-Late June (for some master’s level classes: mid July) |

### Language requirements

For all students

**Spanish language skills at Level B1 (lower intermediate).**

**IMPORTANT NOTICE:** Take into account that ETSICCP does not offer enough courses taught in English.

Certificates accepted:
- DELE B1, SIELE level B1
- Statement by home university Erasmus coordinator
- Statement by home university language Center or language teacher

Certificates not accepted:
- secondary school transcripts
- Erasmus OLS results

**Exceptions (Italian and Portuguese native speakers / Project Work in English)**

- Italian and Portuguese native speakers (no restrictions to take technical classes in Spanish or to do project work)
- Students accepted by a UPV lecturer/researcher to do to project work in English (bachelor or master thesis); Minimum English B2 required.
### Deadlines for nomination
- **30 April (1st semester of full year); 30 September (2nd semester only)**  
  Nominations should be sent to int_etsiccp@upnvet.upv.es

### Deadlines for application
- **15 May (1st semester of full year); 15 October (2nd semester only)**  
  This is the deadline in which students should have uploaded all the required documents

### Language of instruction
- **Bachelor level**: mostly Spanish, only 1 course in English
- **Master’s degree**: Spanish and partly English (only in the Master’s degree in Civil Engineering)

**Can I study in English?**

**In general, classes are taught in Spanish.**

- The **English courses that applicants may choose from are**
  a) **English courses taught in the School of Civil Engineering**  
     http://www.cam.upv.es/web/?idm=en > upper menu > International > Erasmus&Exchange students > Classes taught in English
  b) **English courses taught in the School of Building Engineering (different faculty, but also teaching in Erasmus study area “732 Building and Civil Engineering”**  

Incoming students should not expect to take any English course from any other UPV faculty. Once you are at UPV, it might be possible to add a course from a different faculty, but remember:

- Students may select a **maximum of 12 ECTS out of 30 ECTS (per semester)** from courses offered by a UPV faculty different from the faculty of enrolment
- Enrolment in courses taught in a faculty different from the faculty of admission requires a double OK (from both faculties); Some faculties (or degrees) might have restrictions for students coming from other study areas.

### Course catalogue

### Accommodation
- UPV does not provide housing for exchange students.
  
  Accommodation in Valencia is easy to find at a reasonable cost. Most exchange students book a room in a hostel for a few days and then look for a room in a shared apartment or rent one in groups of 3 or 4. The average price is 200-300€/month per room.
  
  Section “Accommodation” in UPV website:  

  Some useful links to find accommodation  
  www.valenciaflatrental.com ;  
  www.beroomers.com/en ;  
  www.aluni.net  
  www.easypiso.com  
  www.uniplaces.com

### Welcome & orientation meetings
- **First semester / Semester A**
  first week of September
- **Second semester / Semester B**
  last week of January
  Details are announced by email to accepted candidates